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Abstract. Recent advances in machine learning has contributed to the rebirth of 

the chat-bot. Lately we have seen a rise in chat-bot technology being made 

available on the web and on mobile devices, and recent reports states that 57 % 

of companies have implemented or are planning to implement a chat-bot in the 

near future. Chat-bots are therefore a big part of an AI powered future, however 

recent reviews find chat-bots to be perceived as unintelligent and non-

conversational. Such findings have not slowed down the rapid implementation 

of chat-bots online, and the same mistakes seems to be repeated over and over 

again. This explains why we need to understand how to develop, deploy and 

monitoring our own dialog system based on “Deep Learning” technologies. In 

our case studies we have compared different neural network architectures and 

develop chit-chat bot which based on encoder-decoder architecture with atten-

tion mechanism. In order to achieve this goal we use Python as programming 

language, TensorFlow as deep learning framework and GoogleNews word em-

bedding. The peculiarities of the “Deep Learning” technology implementation 

are discussed in detail. Simulation results confirm the efficiency of the pro-

posed approach for speech recognition. 

Keywords: neural network, linguistic recognition, machine learning, deep 

learning, decision making, dialogue system, chat-bot.  

1 Introduction 

As the world of today is dramatically changing, technology behind the service is also 

rapidly changing. Technological trends include artificial intelligence and advanced 

machine learning, virtual and complementary reality, intelligent programs, intelligent 

things and spoken systems [1-3]. Virtual Personal Assistants, such as Apple's Siri, 

Google Now, Microsoft Corp., or Amazon Echo, are already making daily tasks easi-

er. In addition to virtual personal assistants, another type of smart application that can 

improve user experience and make our lives better is Chat Booth [4]. Chat bots can 

change the way services are rendered. Instead of using websites or installing other 
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new programs, users could anticipate ordering services through the chat interface [2, 

5, 6].  

Сhat-bot is a computer program or an artificial intelligence which conducts a con-

versation via auditory or textual methods [7-10]. Such programs are often designed to 

convincingly simulate how a human would behave as a conversational partner, there-

by passing the Turing test. Chat-bots are typically used in dialog systems for various 

practical purposes including customer service or information acquisition. Some chat-

bots use sophisticated natural language processing systems, but many simpler ones 

scan for keywords within the input, then pull a reply with the most matching key-

words, or the most similar wording pattern, from a database: 

A. Dialogue agent: must understand the user, that is, to provide an understanding 

function. Bots provide text input that is analyzed with a natural language pro-

cessing tool and is used to create appropriate responses [2]. 

B. Rational Agent: must have access to an external database (for example, through 

the data enclosures) so that it can secure the competence by answering the ques-

tions of the users. Keep context-specific information (such as a username, etc.) [2, 

4, 5].  

C. Embodied agent: must provide a presence function. This feature is extremely im-

portant in the case of custom-made users giving bots the names (ELIZA, ALICE, 

CHARLIE, etc.) to satisfy this condition. Today, bayonets are focusing on using 

linguistic tricks to create characters for chat bots to enhance trust in users and cre-

ate the impression of an incarnate agent [3, 4]. 

Existing chat rooms, such as Siri, Alexa, Cortana and Google Assistant, face diffi-

culties in understanding user intentions and, therefore, become difficult to work with. 

In particular, these chat rooms can not track the context and suffer from long-lasting 

conversations. Another disadvantage of these chat rooms is that they are designed 

specifically to help the user with some specific problems [7, 8], and therefore, they 

limit their area. They are not able to make a consistent and engaging conversation 

between two people on popular topics such as the latest news, politics, and sports. 

2 Related Works and Problem Statement 

Dialogue system is one of the most difficult areas of artificial intelligence due to the 

subjectivity associated with the interpretation of the human language. Issues related to 

the development of the dialogue system include understanding the natural language, 

presentation of knowledge and dialogue assessment. A complete solution to this prob-

lem is likely to have a system of human parity that is difficult to measure. Such sys-

tems can be described as AI complete. Based on the latest achievements in Deep 

Learning and AI, we have received significant performance improvements in AI-full 

areas such as image recognition and computer vision. These achievements are largely 

due to the objective nature of evaluating these problems. Dialogue system1 requires 

both an understanding of natural language and the generation of responses, where the 

latter have a potentially unlimited response space, as well as the lack of objective 

indicators of success, which makes it extremely difficult for modeling [4, 11-13]. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_program
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conversation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conversation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turing_test
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dialog_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_language_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database


 

 

Today, there are three main areas for the development of dialog systems: general-

purpose dialogue systems (chit-chat), information dialog systems and problem-

oriented. Early job-oriented tasks require a large amount of labeled data [6, 7] and are 

very expensive. Recent work, as a rule, uses deep learning techniques in each compo-

nent of the dialogue system and demonstrates significant improvements. In researches 

[12, 13] used the LSTM and the Conditional Network of random fields to fill the slot. 

Authors in paper [14] extend ANNs of the feed-forward type by using fractional de-

rivative theory. Authors [15] used a multi-armed bandit machine to make decisions. 

Authors [16] introduced a complex task-oriented dialogue system and a master-

shooter to collect data in the restaurant's domain. Authors [17] built a through-the-line 

target bot based on a memory network. Authors [18] built a target information-based 

access system based on reinforcement training, trying to highlight related elements 

with certain attribute values. However, most of these preliminary work focuses on 

NLP calls instead of commercial success rates, such as conversion rates. They either 

did not focus on recommendations or did not model or use previous user benefits 

when recommended by users [19, 20]. 

The main purpose of this article is to describe the process of developing a com-

bined dialog system for conversation on general topics, and to search the question on 

the resource "stackoverflow". 

3 Architecture of the Dialogue System 

The classical scheme of the dialogue system has the form shown in Fig. 1: 

1. Natural Language Understanding (NLU) is a natural language recognition module. 

The main task of this module is identifying entities, identifying the subject of the 

input sentence and preparing the detected data for further processing [3, 21].  

2. Dialogue manager (DL) is the module following the natural language recognition 

module that aims to coordinate the flow of dialogue and communicate with other 

subsystems and components [4, 22]. 

3. Natural Language Generation (NLG) receives a specification of a communicative 

act from the dialog manager and generates a corresponding text representation. 

Define the two functions that the response generation module should perform: 

content planning and language generation, but acknowledge that the first can be 

attributed to the dialog manager [5]. 

The natural language recognition module is a very important part of the dialog 

system, since it depends on which model the data will be accessed in the future, and 

how the system output will be generated [2-5].  



 

 

Fig. 1. General scheme of the dialogue system 

Depending on the needs of the task the needs of the task and the accuracy required 

for its solution, this module can be implemented in different ways. Based on the main 

task, the module can be represented as parser and classifier. The responsibilities of the 

parser include the identification of significant for the data classifier, which can in-

clude named entities, parts of the language, numbers, and so on. In order to solve this 

problem, the language of regular expressions can be used in systems applications. The 

advantage of this solution is the speed of interpretation, the main drawback is the 

complexity of the scaling. Another solution is to use trained models of the type POS 

(part of speech) to identify parts of languages, and the NER (named entity recogni-

tion) system to search for named entities (names, addresses, etc.). The advantage of 

such models is greater capacity and better quality of prediction, important drawbacks 

can be attributed to the dependence of the models on the data they are trained and, 

high computational complexity [23-25]. 

The Dialog Manager must receive the user input from the natural language learn-

ing routine and generate system responses at the level of the concept of the natural 

language generator. Which answer chooses will depend on the chosen strategy; an-

other aspect of responsibility attributed to the dialogue manager. Strategies are related 

to preserving the state of conversation and the ability to model the structure of the 

dialogue outside of one statement. Achieving a flexible dialogue with users should be 

based on "smart dialog modeling theories and dialogue management". The main tasks 

of the dialogue manager include: contextual interpretation - the ability to solve am-

biguous and reference expressions, management knowledge of the professional field - 

the ability to drive on a specialized topic and provide access to sources of infor-

mation. The choice of action is the decision on what to do next. The development or 

selection of strategies that allow the dialog manager to decide what to say or do based 

on the current and prior state of affairs [3, 6, 26, 27].  

To generate the answer, the seq2seq architecture is chosen for the neural network 

architecture with the use of the attention mechanism. The use of the mechanism of 

attention is motivated. 

 



 

 

Fig. 2. Seq2seq architecture using the mechanism of attention 

Increasing the quality of the system's operation for long sentences Fig. 3. In order to 

estimate quality of results we have used BLEU score [28]. Main idea of this metrics 

is:  counting matching n-grams in the candidate answer message to n-grams in the 

reference text, where 1-gram or unigram would be each token and a bigram compari-

son would 1be each word pair. The comparison is made regardless of word order.   

 
Fig. 3. Dependence of the quality of generation of sentences on length 

The main point of the mechanism of attention is the presence of feedback between the 

encoder and the decoder, which allows for more important words at the input to match 

the larger weights. The value of weight is calculated as follows: 
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 where ije  is an alignment model, which measures how much the inputs at position j 

and the output around position i are matched; 
xT  is a length of the input sequence. 

Values ije  computed as  1  ,ij i je a s h , where a  is a similarity function. 

As the main cell for the network, GRU is selected, which shows better accuracy 

and smoothness of training than LSTM [28-30]. 

4 Practical Implementation of the Dialogue System 

Graphically, the structure of the dialog system was presented and described in the 

previous section in Fig. 4. This section is devoted to a more detailed description of the 

presented diagram. The system described in this publication implements the architec-

ture proposed in the preceding paragraph, here describes in more detail the technolo-

gies used in the system, and gives examples of its work [7, 13, 31-33]. 

  
Fig. 4. The structure of the dialogue system in the form of a neural network 

The main tasks of the system are to support the dialogue on a free topic, and to 

find the answer to the question on the “stackoverflow” resource. Proceeding from 

this, the task of the natural language recognition module is the classification of the 

incoming sentence as a sentence related to the question, or a sentence related to the 

dialogue. To implement this node in the dialogue system, the logistic regression of 

text data is used which involves assigning the text to one of these groups. Then, de-

pending on the results of the natural language recognition module, the sentence can 



 

 

fall into the search response system for the “stackoverflow” or the dialog manager. 

The answer search system is implemented as a one-to-one class multi-classifier, 

which, in the text of the sentence, returns the probable answer to the question. The 

natural language recognition system, and the classification system, is executed in the 

Python programming language [7] using the library scikit-learn Dialog Manager (Fig. 

4) implemented in the form of seq2seq neural network with a mechanism of attention. 

The Dialog Manager is implemented in the Python programming language using the 

Tensorflow framework; Google GloVe is used as a vector representation of words 

[11, 34, 35]. 

The dialogue system described in this section is an API that allows integration 

with different messengers (Telegram, Twiter, etc.) and is used as an independent text 

processing system. The current dialog system is executed in the form of a Telegram 

bot, whose task is to support dialogue, and to search for programming information on 

the “stackoverflow” resource. An example of the system is shown in Fig. 5.   

 
Fig. 5. The result of the operation of the dialogue system 

5 Conclusions 

The development of dialogue systems is a very important scientific and practical 

task at the moment. Improving existing and developing new methods for building, 

training and testing dialogues will help develop in-depth learning on the one hand and 

improve services on the other. 

This paper describes a basic dialogue system using artificial intelligence and ma-

chine learning. In our model we use “seq2seq architecture” because it has highly pre-

cision on long sentence compared to RNN-Language Model and Feedforward Neural 

Network Language Model. As basis of more modern architecture seq2seq allows us 

easily use such solution as “Attention mechanism” in order to improve quality. 

In this work authors showed full process of development dialog system using Deep 

Neural Network from choosing tolls and architecture neural network to examples of 



 

 

work final system. Also in conclusion parts we motivate pros and cons of chosen 

neural network architecture. 
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